In Their Own Words: Kelsey Marx
“I Think We Need More Alligators”

If someone had told me when I was graduating from
Mississippi State in 2012 that I would be a registered
lobbyist at age 26, I would have asked with a dropped
jaw and raised eyebrows, “Like that guy in Thank You
for Smoking?” But in all seriousness, to say that I could
imagine what life would look like four years after
graduating would not only be a gross overstatement but
a flat-out lie. During the last semester of my glorious
English major days, I dreamt about teaching English
abroad. By April of that semester, I even had a job lined
up to teach at a school in Peru. And at some point during
those last few months, I also considered becoming a
librarian. I don’t know, I guess the idea of hanging out
with books all day didn’t seem so bad. Instead, I did
neither of those things and joined AmeriCorps where
I worked alongside individuals with visual disabilities
and witnessed how impactful labor and transportation
policies were on my coworkers’ economic well being,
which helped me cultivate an interest in public policy
and advocacy. So here I am, four years later, doing
something completely different with my life than I had
ever thought was possible before.
So, before you start chanting, “Drain the swamp!”
let me just say that the government affairs profession
is born out of the idea that individuals have a right
to petition their government. No, I don’t think
corporations are individuals, I take your point there;
but there are many for-profit entities, think tanks, and
other interest groups who care about issues affecting the
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public, issues such as expanding the types
of benefits offered to SNAP recipients or
making hearing devices more accessible
and affordable to consumers, which are
two examples of projects on which I am
currently working. In fact, when I first
moved to D.C. in 2013, I was interning for
Terpstra Associates (run by a Mississippi
State graduate, no less!) and advocating for
increased gun reforms -- such as making
it more difficult for convicted domestic
abusers to keep or purchase firearms
-- during the months leading up to the
20th anniversary of the Brady Handgun
Violence Prevention Act, which mandated
background checks for gun purchasers. I
will never forget walking the corridors of
the U.S. House of Representatives with the
parents of victims from the Aurora and
Sandy Hook shootings imploring House
and Senate Members and their staffs to see
the need for additional, sensible legislation to protect
families and communities from gun violence.
While many of our requests went unmet in late 2013, the
ability to speak directly with our elected legislators about
these issues was incredibly important and helped shape
the conversation about gun reform going forward. So,
to that point, not only do I think that the swamp should
be preserved, but I also think it needs more alligators.
Good alligators. Because, no, not all special interests
have the public in mind when pushing for legislation.
However, to say that the entire swamp needs a’drainin’
is to say that we don’t need people who can argue against
nefarious agendas, both internal and external. On the
contrary, we need people who can understand, explain,
and analyze government and social systems amidst evershifting cultural and economic contexts. We need people
who are able to deconstruct legislative and regulatory
language and anticipate actual results and subsequent
reforms. We need people who can refute opposing
claims by imploring logos, ethos, and pathos.
And who is poised to petition their government best?
To be these good alligators? Why, English majors, of
course! English majors are taught how to deconstruct
and analyze written text and spoken word, to expose
truth through nuance, and to prove these uncovered
truths through rigorous research. By extension,
English majors are also students of nearly every subject:
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economics, history, human rights, philosophy, politics,
religion, and sociology, to name a few. Moreover, there’s
a clear historical precedent of using prose to garner
support for changes to governments and societies,
either through blatant advocacy, such as in Thomas
Paine’s Common Sense, or through cultural observations,
such as in Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own. With
those attributes in mind, one may even argue that what
a lobbyist does on a day-to-day basis is not so different
than what you do when you write an analysis of a literary
work. (And when you attended office hours because
you thought that paper on the Miller’s Tale deserved an A
instead of a B… yeah, that was lobbying).
So will I still be a lobbyist in five years? If the last five
years should inform my answer here, then all I could tell
you now is that I see the next five years as wonderfully
mysterious and full of possibilities. However, I will say

that since moving to D.C., I have further uncovered
my love for advocacy, especially within the healthcare
field, and I will be working toward refining that
interest over the next few years. To this end, I recently
decided to supplement my professional experience
by pursuing a Master’s of Public Health at George
Washington University in D.C. in hopes of sharpening
my understanding of healthcare policy issues, program
metrics, and effective legislative solutions. While, no,
Chaucer did not exactly prepare me for Biostatistics, I do
view my educational background as a critical precursor
to my graduate studies and, more specifically, my
research and analytical skills (although, sidenote, being
able to recite the Canterbury Tales in Old English is a *really
cool* grad school party trick). It’s with full thanks to my
studies as an English major at Mississippi State that I see
myself with many different kinds of opportunities over
the next five years and beyond, alligator or not.

Kudos for our Students & Alumni

We take great pride in our students, past and present. We list a few recent achievements:

We inducted 13 majors into our Xi Chapter of
the English Honorary Society, Sigma Tau Delta:
Victoria Bruno, Kristin Sheppard, Kayla Mattox,
Taylor Greer, Lindsay Pace, Joely Pugh, Michael
Spears, Kelsey Horn, Lily Hebert, Jennifer
Dominguez, Sydney Austin, Jessica Ingram, and
Jessica Collins.
Howell and Elizabeth Gwin Scholarship Winners:
Krista Barrett, Allison Wiltshire
Eugene Butler Creative Writing Award: Jessica
Flowers, Ciera Higginbotham, Isabelle Lang, Sarah
Sones
Roger LaMoyne Dabbs Memorial Scholarship:
Georgeann Kenney, Patrick Sistrunk
William H. Magruder Memorial Scholarship:
Kristin Sheppard
Helen W. Skelton Endowed Scholarship: Jessica
Collins

Ann Pittman Andrews Memorial
Scholarship: Krista Barrett

Endowed

Peyton Ward Williams, Jr. Distinguished Writing
Award: Kylie Dennis
Brasher-Dazey Paper Award: Nathan Rester
Undergraduate Research Symposium: Lily
Hebert presented a paper titled, “Multifaceted
Objectification in The Duchess of Malfi”
Gentry Burkes, sophomore English major, spent
the summer in Los Angeles, California as a student
in the Music Innovation Summer Institute at UCLA.
Gentry is the founder and president of StarkVegas
Productions, an independent record label and MSU
startup company, which plans to sign and record artists
with ties to MSU. Her company was recently awarded
a prototype development and key capital expenditure
grant through the MSU Entrepreneurship Center.
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